Essential Question: Why did cities in the United States experience dramatic expansion in the late 1800s?

Main Idea 1:
New technology and ideas were developed to deal with the growth of urban areas.

- Immigrants and __________ Americans moved to __________ in the late 1800s, causing __________ urban __________.
- About _____ percent of __________ lived in __________ areas by __________.
- Some city __________ were __________ and __________ workers; many more were __________ laborers.
- African Americans from the __________ began moving to __________ cities to escape __________ and find better __________ opportunities in the 1890s.

New Technology and Ideas

New Technology

- Cities __________ very __________.
- Stronger and cheaper __________ led to the __________ of __________.
- __________, an architect, comes up with the __________ to use __________ to build __________ after the __________ fire of 1871.
- __________ designed __________ buildings called __________, which allowed __________ city __________ to be used more __________.
- Mass __________ was public __________ designed to move __________ of __________.
  - Elevated __________, subways, electric __________
- Many __________ Americans moved to __________ outside __________.

Mass Culture

- Developed forms of __________ culture: __________ and __________ activities shared by __________
- Giant __________ shops, or __________ stores, appeared in __________ centers.
- World __________
- City dwellers became __________ of the need for __________ public __________, and __________ were designed.
Main Idea 2:
The rapid growth of cities created a variety of urban problems.

- Shortage of ____________ housing
  - Overcrowded ____________
- Disease and ____________ problems
  - Caused by ____________ and ____________ of ____________
- Fire and ____________
- Help from city ____________ was ____________ by lack of ____________ or internal ____________.

Help from Private Organizations

- Many ____________ organizations ____________ in to ____________ the ____________
- Overcrowding and ____________ in cities led to the ____________ of ____________ houses.
- Settlement ____________, or ____________ centers, were built in ____________ areas that offered ____________, recreation, and ____________ activities.
- The most famous was ____________, ____________, founded in ____________ in 1899 by reformers ____________/Ellen Gates Starr.
- ____________ ____________ was a ____________ house founded to focus on the ____________ of immigrants living in the United States.
  - Worked for ____________ such as ____________ ____________ laws and the ____________ workday